God Recues His People
Craft & Game Ideas
Game Ideas
1. Exactly like the Pattern

This game helps us remember how God told the Israelites to build the tabernacle
exactly like the pattern that God gave on the mountain.
You will need:
•

An assortment of objects: toys, cushions, clothes - whatever is already in the space
you’re playing in!

•

A phone or something else to take pictures with

2+ Players

Instructions:
1. Arrange the players into two groups. One group leaves the room or closes their eyes.
2. The remaining group has thirty seconds to take the objects and arrange them around the
room. Encourage them to place the objects in unusual and artistic ways that would be
hard to replicate.
3. Once their time is up, take a photo of the scene. Then remove all the objects from their
places and leave them in a pile.
4. Bring the other group back in or have them open their eyes. Show them the photo of the
scene with the objects scattered around. The second group then has to replicate the
scene and place the objects in as close to the same positions as possible.
5. The second team then has a turn arranging the objects while the first team leaves the
room or closes their eyes. Once their thirty seconds are up, a photo is taken and the
objects are back in a pile, the first group has a turn recreating the scene.
6. This game can also be played over a video call. Both sets of players will need the same or
similar objects and will place them in their space when the other team can’t see it. When
they have finished setting up, the first team takes a picture and sends it to the second
team for them to replicate in their space.
7. Say, “This reminds us of how God told the Israelites to build the tabernacle exactly like
the pattern he gave them. It was hard but it needed to be perfect because God is
perfect.”
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2. Dressed the Right Way

This game helps us remember how the priests had to wear the correct clothing to be
able to enter the temple.
You will need:
•

An assortment of adult-sized clothes
A block of chocolate or a favourite food of your players, a plate, knife and fork

•

A six-sided die

•

2+ Players

Instructions:
1. Arrange all players in a circle and place the clothes and the chocolate in the middle
(NOTE: this could be played over Zoom if all players have a block of chocolate, a die, and
a selection of clothes.)
2. Explain that the players are to pass the die around the circle, rolling it when it comes to
them.
3. If a player rolls 1-5, they must pass to the next player. However, if they roll a six, they can
come into the middle of the room and start to put on the adult clothes. The clothes must
be put on completely; the outfit would ideally consist of about three pieces. They then
must pick up the knife and fork and cut one square of chocolate from the block. They can
then eat the piece, chewing and swallowing it completely before cutting another block.
4. While this is happening in the middle, the other players are passing the die around. As
soon as another player rolls a six, the player in the middle must stop what they’re doing,
take off the adult clothes and sit back in the circle while the new player starts putting the
clothes on.

When the game is finished, you can remind the players that they had to put the clothes on
correctly to eat the chocolate. In the Book of Exodus, Aaron and the priests had to put on their
garments the right way to come into the tabernacle and meet with God. They had to follow
God’s commands perfectly because God is perfect.
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3. Faithful to God

This game reminds kids that after they disobeyed him with the Golden Calf, God gave his
people rules to follow in Exodus 34. These rules were to show the nations around them
how great God is and that his people were to live differently. Blessings would come if
they followed God’s commands. Curses would come if they did not.
You will need:
•
•
•

A print-out of the Game Board below
A six-sided die
One counter for each player.

2+ Players

Instructions:
1. Each player takes turns rolling the die and moving their counter the number of spaces
rolled.
2. On each square is an example of either obedience or disobedience to God, mostly from
Exodus 34. Once each player lands on a square, they must either move forwards or
backwards on the board depending on what is written on the square.
3. The player to reach Box 20 is the winner!

At the end of the game, you could direct the players to the great news in Hebrews Chapters 8
and 9. In these chapters, we see that when Jesus died and rose again, he was making a new
covenant (promise to his people). And the great thing about this covenant is that it is written “on
the hearts” of anyone who trusts Jesus and Jesus helps his people to want to obey him!

